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Preface
This issue contains selected papers from the !fth Latin American Theoretical
INformatics conference (LATIN) held in Cancun, Mexico, April 3–6, 2002; see
http://www.latintcs.org/2002/.
The LATIN series of symposia was launched in 1992 to foster the interaction be-
tween the Latin-American theoretical computer science community and computer sci-
entists from around the world. The conference is typically held every other year, and
LATIN’02 was the !fth event of the series. The proceedings were published (as with
all past LATIN’s) by Springer-Verlag in the Lecture Notes in Computer Science series,
Volume 2286. The next LATIN will be held at Buenos Aires, Argentina, April 5–8,
2004.
This special issue of Theoretical Computer Science includes ten papers, which were
selected from the fortyfour papers presented at the conference. The papers are given in
alphabetical order by !rst author; each one of them is an extended and revised version
of the conference paper, that went through a careful refereeing process. We thank the
authors for their valuable contributions, as well as the thirty anonymous reviewers for
their e8ort and dedication.
The paper by Michael Bender and Martin Farach-Colton considers a fundamental
algorithmic problem on trees: how to !nd Level Ancestors of nodes. A query requests
the depth d ancestor of node u, and the problem is thus to preprocess a given n-node
rooted tree T to support level ancestor queries. While optimal solutions to this problem
already exist, the new optimal solution is simple enough to be taught and implemented.
The paper by Claudson Bornstein and Santosh Vempala introduces ow metrics
and uses them to obtain relaxations for several NP-hard linear ordering problems.
They achieve the best-known approximation guarantees for the problems using the
same relaxation and essentially the same rounding algorithm for all the problems while
varying only the objective function from problem to problem.
One of the most important problems in computational geometry is computing the
convex hull of a planar point set. The complexity of this problem is known to be
=(n log h), where n is the number of points and h is the number of vertices in the
convex hull. The paper by Herv?e Br@onnimann et al. presents a =(n log h) algorithm
which uses only a constant amount of storage. It also describes other simpler algorithms
that use O(log n) storage.
The paper by Renato Carmo et al. studies the problem of computing eBciently
near-optimal search strategies for typical partial orders. They show that the prob-
lem of determining an optimal strategy is NP-hard, but that there exist simple, fast
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algorithms which are able to produce nearly optimal search strategies for typical partial
orders.
The discrete logarithm problem is a central problem in algorithmic number theory
and cryptography. Theodoulos Garefalakis reviews the construction of a generalization
of the Weil pairing, and uses it to construct a reduction from the discrete logarithm
problem on elliptic curves to the discrete logarithm problem in !nite !elds. He shows
that the new pairing can be computed eBciently for a certain class of curves (those
with trace of Frobenius congruent to 2 modulo order of the base point), which leads
to an eBcient reduction for this class.
The paper by Alejandro Hevia and Marcos Kiwi is in the area of cryptographic
protocols. It is motivated by the fact that all current proposals for electronic voting
schemes disclose the !nal tally of the votes. They present a scheme for Membership
Testing which is robust and universally ver!ciable, and which allows, among other
things, a collection of voters to cast votes and determine whether their tally belongs to
some pre-speci!ed small set (e.g., it exceeds a given threshold). They show that the
scheme discloses no additional information other than that implied from the knowledge
of the membership.
The paper by S. Muthukrishnan and S. Cenk Sahinalp considers a problem related to
genomic sequence comparison and matching music data. It presents a near-linear-time
algorithm for exactly computing the distance between two strings X and Y , which is
de!ned to be the minimum number of character replacements and substring reversals
needed to transform X to Y , while the trivial approach takes quadratic time.
Hadas Shachnai and Tami Tamir consider class constrained packing problems. These
problems model fundamental resource allocation problems in computer and manufac-
turing systems, and known to be strongly NP-hard. They consider online variants of
these problem, and derive tight bounds them.
A packing array is a b×k array of values from a g-ary alphabet such that given any
two columns, i and j, and for all ordered pairs of elements from the g-ary alphabet,
(g1; g2), there is at most one row, r, such that ar; i = g1 and ar; j = g2. A central
question is to determine, for given g and k, the maximum possible b. Brett Stevens
and Eric Mendelsohn present constructions and upper bounds on the sizes of packing
arrays.
Finally, the paper by Mario Szegedy and Xiaomin Chen considers the problem of
computing a Boolean function f, where instead of receiving the input, only l -faulty
copies of each input bit are received. The trivial solution is to take the majority value
of the faulty bits for each individual input bit, and then apply f on the resulting
majority values. They show, among other things, that if f and  are known, then the
best construction to compute the function is often not the trivial one, and, in addition,
that randomized constructions perform better than deterministic ones.
LATIN has established itself as a conference for theoretical computer science re-
search in Latin-America of the highest academic standards. Furthermore, it has strength-
ened the ties between local and international scienti!c communities, and fostered re-
search in Latin-America. We believe that this special issue reKects these facts.
LATIN’04 will host a special session dedicated to Professor Imre Simon (University
of Sa˜o Paulo), one of the people originally responsible for the LATIN series, in
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celebration of his 60th birthday. We are indebted to his initiative, and look forward to
the many successful LATIN conferences that are yet to come.
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